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ABSTRACT 

Fire suppression with water mist is widely considered to be an alternative to gaseous fire 
suppression agents. Much commercial activity has occurredin the last 5 years to develop 
technology for fire suppression systems based on water mist. Although researchers in the 
1950's recognized the dominant mechanisms of extinguishment, recent experimental work has 
improved the understanding of the extinguishing properties of water mist. This paper proposes 
a classification terminology for water mists to facilitate discussion of water mist systems. It 
describes the primary mechanisms of extinguishment, namely heat extraction, oxygen 
displacement, and radiation attenuation, and invokes theoretical considerations of vapourlair 
mixture dilution and kinetic effects at the molecular level. Evidence of an effect of invigoration 
of combustion caused by the introduction of water mist is presented. Not all fires are 
extinguished rapidly by water mist: the time to extinguish a fire is a function of fuel type, 
geometry and mist characteristics. An understanding of the suppression properties of water 
mist allows a designer to make reasonable choices in designing a suppression system for a 
particular fire scenario, and is essential for the development of algorithms for computer models 
of water mist suppression systems. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The use of very fine water sprays (referred to as "water mist" in this paper) to extinguish fires 
has received much renewed attention in the last decade. It is "renewed attention," because 
considerable attention was given to studying the potential for fire suppression with water mist 
in the 1950's. The stated obiectives of two studies that were done by Braidech Tll, and 
Rasbash, et. al. [2] were to understand the mechanisms of using v e j  small dropl&s to 
extinguish fires. and to identifv the limits of ~erformance of fine sDrav as an extineuishine 
agent, These e&ly studies con'fmed that finkly divided water sp&&ere more ekcienfihan 
coarser sprays at absorbing heat, and that the mechanisms of flame cooling and oxygen 
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displacement by steam were the dominant mechanisms of extinguishment, particularly with 
liquid fuel pool fires. 

Despite the level of understanding evident in those early studies, it was not considered practical 
to design fire suppression systems, based entirely on using very fine sprays, until recently. 
The advantage of using fairly large drop sizes produced by standard sprinklers outweighed the 
benefits of using fine sprays. The "coarse" sprinkler sprays, delivered from the ceiling, were 
able to penetrate a fire plume to reach the base of the fire, and worked well for most ordinary 
combuitibles. In contrast, the success of very fine sprays required that more attention be paid 
to nozzle type, location, compartment ventilation, and the t v ~ e  of fuel. Furthermore, the cost 
of higher water prkssure, relative to everyday pimping capacities at that time, and of 
protecting small orifices from plugging, raised concerns about the economics and reliability of 
mist systems. Finally the introduction of Halon in the early 1960's eclipsed the need for any 
refinements in extinguishing either electrical fires or flammable liquid fires, which are the fire 
scenarios most likely to benefit from the reduced water requirements of a mist system. It was 
not until the recent withdrawal of halon for environmental reasons, and an extension of the 
application of fixed fire suppression systems into domains not previously protected, such as 
aircraft and ships, that the economics and reliability "equation" changed sufficiently to renew 
interest in water mist as a fire suppression agent. 

A few studies were carried out in the 1970's to explore the use of fine sprays for special 
applications such as explosion suppression [3,4], and liquid fuel fires in submarines [S, 61. 
In the mid-1980's, large and influential regulatory agencies began to study water mist for a 
variety of other special applications. These agencies include the Civil Aviation Authority in the 
UK, the Federal Aviation Authority (FAA) in the USA [7], and the International Maritime 
Organization (IMO). Their incentive was to generate a low water demand, life-safety system 
for application in situations where water storage capacity was limited, such that standard 
sprinkler systems were not feasible. Recently, international pressure to discontinue the use of 
halons has inspired a fierce search for a benign alternative fire suppression agent, one that will 
not in the future be identified as having some hitherto unknown undesirable quality. These 
circumstances changed the economic conditions that previously led to the "shelving" of water 
mist. With the emergence of a new need, and relaxed economic constraints, there was an 
incentive to adapt reliable pumping and filtering technologies from other industrial domains to 
the problem of fire suppression. 

The renewed interest in water mist for fire suppression has been accelerating since 1990. In 
the commercial milieu, a new community of fire suppression equipment manufacturers has 
been established. In the regulatory forum, the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA), 
and IM are preparing engineering standards. There are a score of research programs by private 
and public agencies in Europe. and North America to develop water mist technology to the point 
that it can be widely marketed. 

One such public program has been at the National Research Council Canada, in the Institute for 
Research in Construction's National Fire Laboratory (NFL), with support from the Canadian 
Navy. Several papers have been written in the last year based on the NFL research project, 
identifying engineering criteria for the design of water mist fire suppression systems. Those 
papers attempted to combine an understanding of the "physics", or dynamics, of 
extinguishment, mist generation, and compartment factors, with practical aspects of applying 
the technology in shipboard situations. The criteria divide into distinct subject areas, such as 
fire scenario, spray characteristics, and nozzle design, any one of which warrants expanded 
discussion. In this paper, one of those subiect areas will be expanded, that of the 
extinguishing prop&!es of water mist. ~ h k  discussion will nG be rigorous in terms of 
analvzing heat transfer or combustion chemistrv. but it will ~rovide a aualitative expression of 
wh; ap&ars to be happening, and will discussthe implications of thai understanding for the 
design of water mist systems. 
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DEFINING WATER MIST 

For the purpose of facilitating discussion of the extinguishing properties of water mist, this 
paper proposes a terminology for distinguishing between "coarser" and "finer" water sprays. 
Using a "cumulative percent volume" distribution plot to represent the drop size distribution [S, 
91, three gradations of water spray are identified in Figure 1 .  The terms Dv0.l and Dv0.9 refer 
to the diameters for which 10 percent, or 90 percent, respectively, of the volume of the spray is 
contained in droplets with smaller diameters, measured in a standard manner [I 1, 121. 
(A drop size distribution is not a constant for all locations in a spray. For purposes of 
comparing the drop size distribution produced by different nozzles, it is necessary to select a 
standard reference point for measuring it. The NRCC approach is to measure three drop size 
distributions, at a distance of 1 m from the tip of the nozzle, at 0°, 15' and 30' radially from the 
vertical central axis, and to plot the envelope curves as described in [12].) 

The cumulative percent volume distribution curve for a "Class 1" water spray will plot entirely 
to the left of the line connecting DvO. 1 = 100 microns and Dv0.9 = 200 microns. The 
cumulative percent volume distribution curve for a "Class 2" water spray will lie entirely to the 
left of the line connecting DvO. 1 = 200 microns and Dv0.9 = 400 microns. A distribution 
curve that extends to the right of that line is considered a "Class 3" water spray. This 
classification system is intended to provide a useful, but not "scientific," distinction between 
sprays of different drop size characteristics. It will no doubt be challenged, because any 
numerical cut-off point is unavoidably arbitrary. It is nevertheless useful for purposes of 
discussion. 

Drop Diameter, microns 

FIGURE 1.  Proposed classification of water sprays by dropsize distribution 
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The term "mist" in this paper applies to Class 1 and Class 2 water sprays, which have at least 
90 percent of the spray volume in drops with diameters smaller than 400 microns. It is 
recognized that all water sprays contain a certain percentage of "fine" drop sizes, which will 
provide some of the benefits of a rapid evaporation and heat absorption. Mist, however, is 
distinguished by being composed almost entirely of "fine" drop sizes, which evaporate rapidly, 
resulting in flame cooling and in extinguishment through oxygen displacement. Class 1 and 
Class 2 sprays can be applied to liquid fuel fires without causing serious splashing [I,  21, or in 
situations in which fuel wetting should be limited. For situations that can tolerate application of 
more water, and perhaps actually require fuel wetting to achieve extinguishment, Class 3 
sprays may be the preferred choice. 

EXTINGUISHING PROPERTIES OF WATER MIST 

A basic description of how water mist extinguishes fires was provided as early as 1955 by 
Braidech [I] and confirmed by Rasbash [2]. To quote Braidech: 

"The extinguishing action of sprays of finely divided water applied to commonly 
encountered fires appears to be due pre-dominantly to dilution of the air (oxygen) 
supply in the zone of burning with vapour (steam) resulting from evaporation of water 
droplets in the heated area surrounding the fire. The cooling effects of the water may 
also be important factors in extinguishment in many cases. In order to obtain 
extinguishment, the water droplets comprising the spray must be relatively small, and 
the amount of water applied must be adequate in relation to the specific fire." 

Research conducted four decades later has not altered the accuracy of this description. The 
recent work has, however, suggested other less predictable processes that appear to be 
involved, and clarified the importance of the dominant mechanisms for design of effective fire 
suppression systems. 

This author described three mechanisms which act together to extinguish fire [8, 111. These 
were identified as 1) heat extraction, 2) oxygen displacement, and 3) blocking of radiant heat. 
Wighus [13] and Hanauska [I41 described the mechanisms as "gas phase cooling and steam 
inerting," but make no reference to radiant heat attenuation. Although all three mechanisms are 
involved to some degree in every extinguishment, it was evident in the NRCC experiments that 
some fires were extinguished predominantly through heat e~traction (cooling), and others 
predominantly through displacement of oxygen. The difference depended on whether the fire 
was poorly or well ventilated and the properties of the fuel. From theoretical considerations, 
there are other mechanisms that play a role in extinguishment, but it is difficult to quantify their 
importance. The benefit of radiation attenuation in the compartment is evident in reduced 
thermal feedback to burning and unburned fuel surfaces. In the NRCC experiments, however, 
there was no single fire test in which radiation attenuation could be identified as the dominant 
mechanism of extinguishment. The dilution of vapourlair mixtures by the mixing of water 
vaDour and entrained air in the flammable vaDour zone above a fuel surface should have some 
effect for pool and spray fires. Also, the velocity of the flame front in a flammable gas mixture 
may be inhibited (or accelerated) by the presence of small water droplets dispersed in a volume 
of flame, and this phenomenon may play a role in the extinguishment of spray fires and in 
inhibiting deflagrations [15]. 

For engineering purposes, particularly the design of reliable water mist fire suppression 
systems, it may be sufficient to understand the three dominant mechanisms, namely, heat 
extraction, oxygen displacement, and radiation attenuation. For scientific purposes, computer 
modellers need to understand all extinguishing mechanisms to develop algorithms to simulate 
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the extinction of fire by mist. An ideal computer model would account for heat extraction, 
oxygen reduction, concentration changes in vapourlair mixtures, and kinetic effects at the 
molecular level. No such model exists at this time. 

The three dominant mechanisms of extinguishment were summarized in previous DaDers TI 1, 
121. This paper also discusses two less predictable extinguishing proper6es of vaGr/ai;  
dilution and kinetic effects. and ex~lores the im~lications of all of the suaeested mechanisms. -- 
Table 1 summarizes the points to 6e discussed. 

Heat Extraction (Cooling) 

When water is applied to a fire, heat is absorbed in three areas: from the hot gases and flames; 
from the fuel; and from the objects and surfaces in the vicinity of the fire. Cooling of the fuel 
and nearby objects contributes to reducing fire spread, but it does not necessarily require fine 
drop sizes. In fact, wetting and cooling of solid fuels is easier to achieve by using larger 
droplets (> 400 microns) and delivering more water than can usually be delivered as water 
mist. 

The primary advantage of water mist (Class 1 and 2 sprays) over coarser (Class 3) sprays is to 
enhance the speed at which the spray extracts heat from the hot gases and flame, using a lower 
total volume of water. The conversion of water droplets to steam in a diffusion flame absorbs 
heat. If sufficient heat is withdrawn, the gas-phase temperature can be dropped below that 
necessary to sustain the combustion reaction, and flame will be extinguished. Theoretical 
considerations suggest that the combustion reaction in a diffusion flame will cease if the flame 
temperature drops below approximately 1600°K (1327°C) [16]. 

As for what constitutes "sufficient" heat absorption, various authors note that it is not 
necessary to absorb all of the heat given off by the fire at the rate of burning. Absorbing 
30-60 percent may be enough to cause burning to stop [13]. An estimate of the minimum 
evaporation rate to extinguish a fire of a given heat release rate (HRR), calculated on the basis 
of the absorption of the heat given off by the fire, is of little practical value, however, because 
extinguishment usually involves more than just flame cooling. The concurrent effect of oxygen 
reduction could mean the fire could be extinguished with only a fraction of the theoretical 
minimum required for flame cooling. 

For liquid fuel fires, the evaporation of mist cools the flame, which in turn reduces the radiant 
heat flux to the surface of the fuel, resulting in a reduction in the evolution of flammable 
vapours. The combination of reduced flame temperature and reduced evolution of vapours 
results in a reduced burning rate and, in some cases, complete extinction. Fires in liquid fuels 
with flash points (FP) above normal ambient temperatures, for example 'diesel' fuel (FP = 
60°C), can be extinguished relatively easily by flame cooling. Fires in liquid fuels with flash 
points below normal ambient temperatures, such as heptane (C7H16, FP = - 4°C) are much 
harder to extinguish by cooling alone because temperatures cannot be reduced enough to reduce 
the vapourlair mixture above the surface of the fuel to below the lean flammability limit [17]. 
Any hot object or fragment of flame above the fuel surface can cause re-ignition. 

The cooling of flames above solid fuels also reduces the radiant heat flux to the fuel surface and 
the rate of pyrolysis of the fuel. With charring substances, however, the primary combustion 
reaction occurs within the carbon-rich porous zone that forms on the fuel surface [16, p 1791. 
Cooling of the diffusion flame above an established char zone may not be enough to achieve 
suppression. Either water mist must be applied early in the fire, before a deep char zone has 
developed, or water droplets must penetrate the char zone and reach the actual interface 
between burning and unburned fuel. On the other hand, the flame height and plume velocities 
for glowing combustion are relatively low, so that the larger drop sizes in a Class 1 or Class 2 
spray may not be evaporated and will wet the fuel surface. Extinguishment, therefore, depends 
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TABLE 1. Mechanisms of extinguishment by water mist, and their application 

I MECHANISM I PRINCIPLE OF APPLICATION I 
1 PRIMARY I 
Heat extraction 

Oxygen displacement 

The drop size distribution, momentum, and mass 
flow rate of the spray delivered to the fire, after 
losses to interior surfaces and obstructions, must 
be sufficient to absorb a critical percentage of the 
heat released by the fire. 

Design to: 
a) enclose fire to contain evaporated water, or 
b) use nozzle dynamics to force water vapour 

into the base of the fire. 

Radiant heat attenuation 
a) to unburned surfaces 
b) to burning surfaces 

Mist must 
a) envelope or surround the fire, and 
b) penetrate the flame. 

SECONDARY 

Vapourlair dilution 
a) by water vapour 
b) by entrained air 

Significant for liquid fuel pool or spray fires. 
Must have enclosure effects or dynamic spray 
properties to distribute diluent. 

Nozzle design may influence dilution 

Difficult to predict or control. 

Kinetic effects: flame velocity 
a) reduce flame velocity 

b) accelerate combustion 

Applies to deflagration control by reducing 
velocity of the flame front, hence explosion 
overpressure. 

Unpredictable: it may suppress or invigorate 
combustion. 

on the geometry of the fuel arrangement and the depth of the char layer, i.e., the length of time 
the fire has been burning. Exposed surfaces facing the source of the spray might be 
extinguished, while shielded surfaces (such as within a wood crib) will be almost impossible to 
extinguish by cooling alone. 

Consideration of the mechanism of gas-phase cooling suggests that it is enhanced by having a 
high percentage of small drop sizes (as for example a Class 1 spray) distributed with enough 
energy to cause it to mix turbulently but uniformly in all regions of the flame. Because 
obstructions in a compartment interrupt the mixing process and extract water mass from the 
spray as mist is deposited on surfaces, the efficiency of gas phase cooling will be reduced in 
obstructed compartments. It is evident, then, that a suppression scenario that relies on gas- 
phase cooling requires that close attention be paid to the location of nozzles, the direction of 
application, the drop size distribution and spray momentum, as well as the total mass of water 
that must be evaporated to extract a critical percentage of th6heat produced by the fire. 
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Oxygen Displacement 

Braidech [l] concluded correctly in 1955 that the suppression effect of water mist "appears to 
be due pre-dominantly to dilution of the air (oxygen) supply in the zone of burning with vapour 
(steam). . ." That is to say, oxygen displacement appears to play a stronger role than flame 
cooling. Water droplets expand approximately 1900 fold upon evaporating (at 95OC, 
1 atmosphere pressure). If evaporation occurs rapidly, the water vapour displaces the air in 
the vicinity of the drop. Injection of a finely divided water spray into a hot compartment results 
in rapid evaporation, expansion, and in displacement of the Air in the compartment by steam. If 
the amount of oxygen available for combustion is reduced below a critical level, the fire bums 
inefficiently and will be easier to extinguish by cooling. 

Braidech's study, as with most studies of the extinguishment of fires with water mist, 
concentrates on hydrocarbon pool fires, with a few tests on wood cribs. Recent tests by 
Wighus et al[13], Mawhinney [12] and Hanauska and Back [14] on diesel and heptane pool 
and spray fires, confirmed that oxygen displacement ('steam inerting') was the dominant 
mechanism by which water mist extinguished the flames, both in compartments and in open- 
area pool fires. The compartmentation allowed the water vapour concentration to build up so 
that hidden and shielded fires could be extinguished. Hanauska and Back [14] used a Class 1 
spray with very low momentum and flow rate to extinguish heptane pool and spray fires, after 
30 to 50 seconds of mist application, in a 28 m3 compartment. Fires in such enclosures can 
be extinguished with about one-tenth the mass flux of water needed for pool fires in open-areas 
[13]. In open area fire tests at NRCC, extinguishment of pool fires could not be achieved 
unless the spray was oriented, and applied with enough force, so as to push water vapour 
created in the outer regions of a flame onto the fuel surface. The open area fires required high 
momentum sprays, properly oriented. This suggests that the water vapour concentration at the 
fuel surface can be increased by either confining the fire in an enclosure, or by using spray 
momentum to push the water vapour against the surface. Of course, the additional mixing 
created by the higher momentum spray also increased the gas-phase cooling. It is not easy to 
separate the effects of cooling and oxygen displacement, other than to note that, in the NRCC 
plenum tests [9], turbulent mixing alone did not bring about extinction if there was no 
component of the spray velocity directed toward the fuel surface. 

The minimum amount of free oxygen needed to support combustion varies with the type of 
fuel. In general, hydrocarbon gases and vapours cease burning at oxygen concentrations 
below 13 percent, while charring solid fuels may bum with oxygen concentrations as low as 
7 percent [16]. This explains why it is easier to extinguish hydrocarbon pool fires (diesel and 
heptane) than wood crib fires; the reduction in oxygen needed for extinction of the hydrocarbon 
flame is easy to obtain compared to that needed to inert a wood fire. 

The effects of oxygen displacement also explain why it is easier to extinguish 'large' fires than 
'small' fires in a compartment. 'Large' and 'small' are defined loosely in terms of whether the 
fire will effect the average temperature and oxygen concentrations in the compartment within 
the activation time of the water mist system. A 'large' fire releases more heat into a 
compartment in the early stages than a 'small' fire, so that more heat is available to evaporate 
the fine water droplets. A 'small' fire will have a continuous source of fresh combustion air at 
normal oxygen concentrations. A 'large' fire will reduce the ambient oxygen concentration to 
the point that combustion efficiency will be reduced, prior to introducing the water mist. When 
mist is applied, then, the oxygen dilution occurs more rapidly for the large fire than for the 
small fire. With the combined effects of vitiated combustion air, plus further dilution by water 
vapour, 'large' fires can be extinguished with lower flux densities than 'small' fires. 

The first commercially developed and marketed water mist fire suuvression systems were 
accepted (by ~ u r o p e h  maritime authorities) on the basis of their ability to subpress machinery 
room pool and spray fires involving hydrocarbon fuels, usually diesel. The dramatic extinction 
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events shown in those tests represented the best case for a water mist fire suppression system, 
i.e., relatively high flash point fuel; much available heat due to large size of fire; and 
confinement of the water vapour by an enclosure. To be useful in a compartment that cannot 
tolerate the damage that could be done by a 'large' fire, however, careful thought must be given 
as to how to achieve heat extraction and oxygen displacement with small fires early in their 
development. 

Blocking Radiant Heat 

The author included a third mechanism of extinguishment - blocking radiant heat, which stops 
the fire from spreading to unignited fuel surfaces, and reduces the vaporization or pyrolysis 
rate at the fuel surface. Radiometer measurements taken during NRCC fire tests showed that 
the radiant heat flux to the walls of the test compartment were reduced by more than 70 percent 
by water mist. The reduction was substantial, even in cases'in which the pool fire was not 
extinguished by the water mist. On a 'macro-scale', then, radiation attenuation provided by 
water mist protects objects and personnel in a space from radiant heat damage, whether or not 
extinguishment occurs. On that account, radiant heat blocking is an important benefit of water 
mist in fires both in compartments and in open areas. 

One question that arises is to what extent is the measured reduction in radiant heat to adjacent 
surfaces due to the cooling and reduced size of the flame, and to what extent is it due to 
attenuation of the radiant heat through scattering and absorption of thermal energy. Theoretical 
considerations suggest that mist or steam that enters the space between a flame and the fuel 
surface will reduce the radiant heat flux to that surface [IS]. This is difficult to measure, but it 
is hypothesized that radiant heat from the flame could be absorbed by unevaporated droplets 
and steam, which re-radiate at the lower temperature of the droplet or vapour. With liquids 
such as diesel fuel (FP = 60°C), this reduction in the heat flux to the fuel surface may reduce 
the vaporization rate of the liquid fuel and contribute to the extinguishment. The effect would 
be expected to be less important for liquids with flash points below normal ambient 
temperatures, such as heptane (FP = - 4°C). 

Radiant heat attenuation between flame and fuel surface is important for computer modelling of 
fire suppression using Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD). In developing a CFD model of 
fire suppression using water mist, An et al [18] calculated the heat release rate of a liquid pool 
fire, taking into account the coefficient of absorption of water vapour in each control volume. 
A reduction of radiation heat transfer to the fuel pan was predicted to measurably reduce the 
vaporization rate, hence the heat release rate of the burning vapours. More experiments are 
needed to compare measurements of heat flux in this zone, to predictions of radiant heat 
attenuation obtained using the CFD models. 

Recent theoretical work on radiation attenuation by water sprays [19,20], indicates that the 
attenuation of radiation depends very much on drop diameter and mass density of the droplets. 
Radiation attenuation may not be large ( 4 0 % )  for drop sizes larger than 100 microns, but it 
may be much greater (> 50%) for drop sizes less than 50 microns in diameter. It is possible 
for more than 30 percent by volume of a Class 1 or even Class 2 spray to be in drop sizes less 
than 50 microns. An interesting set of 4 experiments that could be conducted then is to test the 
hypothesis that drop sizes less than 50 microns are more effective at blocking radiant heat than 
larger drops (given the same mass distribution). Laboratory tests could be conducted to 
measure the degree of reduction in radiant heat flux through mist clouds composed of different 
volume concentrations of drops smaller than 50 microns, using a constant radiant heat source 
that is unaffected by the presence of the mist. It will be necessary to control the path length of 
the radiant heat as well as the mist density, i.e., the mass of water per unit volume suspended 
in the air, and the drop size distribution. The difficulty is that as the number of very small 
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drops increases, i.e., the spray becomes 'finer', the mass concentration of the spray decreases 
as well. 

OTHER EXTINGUISHING PROPERTIES AND CONTRARY EFFECTS 

Dilution of VapourIAir Mixture 

Air entrained in a water spray may dilute the vapourlair mixture to below the lean flammability 
limit. With diesel fuels (FP=60°C), a reduction in the rate of vaporization due to cooling, 
coupled with a dilution of the vapours by the addition of entrained air, may reduce the 
vapourlair concentration below the lean flammability limit. contrast, it is much harder to 
reduce the heptanelair mixture to below its lean flammability limit, because of the low flash 
point temperature and high vapour pressure. Dilution of pyrolized vapours may also be of 
benefit for solid fuels. In practical terms, it requires uniform mixing of mist and entrained air 
throughout the space between the flame and the fuel surface, to dilute all of the vapourlair 
mixture within the vaporization region. Usually, mixing at the fuel surface is turbulent and 
non-uniform, so it is likely that there will always be some region of the vapourlair cloud that is 
in the flammable range. 

For purposes of designing suppression systems, it is not yet feasible to quantify the 
relationship between the flammability limits of different fuels, the fuel vaporization rates, spray 
evaporation rate, and the mass flow rates of water mist and entrained air. The knowledge of 
dilution effects can, however, be used to explain differences in suppression performance of 
water mist on different fuels. It should be possible to calculate dilution effects on gas 
concentrations using computer field models based on computational fluid dynamics. A field 
model that incorporates such an algorithm would be a good way to assess the relative 
importance of this mechanism in fire suppression. 

Kinetic Effects of Mist on Flames 

A liquid pool fire is sometimes intensified by the application of water spray. A "flare-up" 
lasting several seconds may occur at the instant of first contact with the water mist, and it is 
evident in some fire tests that the burning rate is increased for longer periods. The flare-up at 
the instant of application of a water spray on liquid fuel fires is familiar to fire-fighters, who are 
trained not to be startled by the reaction. It is usually followed by a quick knock-down of the 
flames, and, if conditions are "right", the fire will be extinguished. If conditions are not right 
(meaning neither gas-phase cooling, oxygen displacement nor vapour dilution is sufficient to 
extinguish the fire) the fire will continue to burn violently in spite of the mist. 

The momentary intensification of the fire has been attributed by some authors to the effect of 
droplets striking the fuel surface and causing splashing and increased vaporization rate. 
Kokkala [21] referred to a "flame ball" which occurred when a sprinkler spray (Class 3 spray) 
hit a hot, high boiling point liquid and explosively vaporized. The same phenomenon was 
noted by the author, however, during suppression tests in which a Class 1 water mist was 
applied from below a diesel pan fire in a direction concurrent with the fire plume, such that 
very few droplets could reach the surface of the diesel fuel [9]. The visual evidence, supported 
by thermocouple readings, was that the flame within the plenum became violently turbulent and 
appeared to intensify during the time of application of the mist. One possible explanation for 
the observed intensification is that the turbulence acted to increase the burning rate of the fuel. 

Dlugogorski et a1 [22] have measured the heat release rate of open area heptane and diesel pan 
fires during the application of water mist. Figure 2 shows the measurements of heat release 
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FIGURE 2. Plots showing momentary and sustained increases in the heat release rate 
of heptane and diesel pool fires with application of water mist. 
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rate during the suppression of a heptane pool fire and a diesel pool fire, using the same 
downward-oriented Class 2 water spray in both cases. The HRR curves under suppressed 
conditions are plotted with the curves for unsuppressed fires in the same pans. In the case of 
diesel fuel, there is a brief "spike" in the HRR, followed by complete extinguishment within 
60 s. For the heptane fire, a brief "spike" also occurred, followed by a partial suppression of 
the fire, and then by a continued increase in the burning rate of the heptane. The water spray 
failed to extinguis6 the fire, and turbulent flaming congnued until the-fuel was consumed. h e  
maximum HRR of the fire with mist exceeded the maximum for the unsuppressed fire. 

Jones and Thomas [15] report similar intensification of the rate of combustion in use of water 
mists to quench gaseous explosions. The mist suppresses the maximum overpressure in an 
enclosed gaseous ignition, but the peak pressure may be attained sooner than for an 
unsuppressed explosion. Furthermore, the authors report that it is "never immediately 
obvious whether application of a water spray will quell or invigorate an explosion". The 
conflicting influences of cooling, inerting, dilution and enhanced turbulence and fuel mixing, 
lead to a degree of unpredictability in the effects of water mist on gas-phase burning. 

There could be reason to be concerned that a water mist system that is "under-designed" (that 
is, unable to extinguish a liquid fuel pool or spray fire) could increase the heat release rate of 
the fire. A worthwhile research project would be to investigate the conditions under which 
flare-up or flame invigoration occurs, and to determine whether the overall heat release rate can 
be increased in a partially suppressed fire burning in a mist. 

Time to Extinguishment 

The time needed to extinguish a fire with water mist will vary with the fuel type, compartment 
geometry, and the drop size distribution, momentum and application rate of the water mist. 
There have been many demonstrations in which water mist extinguishes liquid fuel pool fires in 
10 to 20 s, using small amounts of water. Figure 2, for example, shows a 600 kW, 
unenclosed diesel pool fire that was extinguished in less than 30 s by a Class 2 water mist. 
Such successes occur in circumstances in which all suppression properties act together - 
oxygen displacement, flame cooling, radiant heat blocking and vapour dilution. 
It would be a mistake to expect that such rapid extinguishment is a necessary characteristic of 
all water mist fire suppression systems. There are circumstances in which it can take several 
minutes to extinguish a fire, without it being considered a "failure". One example is where 
flame cooling cannot extinguish the fire immediately, but, after several minutes, the build-up of 
water vapour in the compartment combines with flame cooling to bring about extinguishment. 
With combustibles that form a char layer, such as fabric, wood, plastics, or electrical wiring in 
a cabinet, the fire may not be extinguished immediately; but, after a time, fuel wetting begins to 
reduce the size of the fire and it is eventually extinguished. As long as the mist cools the 
compartment and protects against thermal damage to adjacent objects, the level of fire control 
can be considered adequate. Madrzykowski and Vettori [2q, describe an algorithm for 
suppression of fire in office furniture packages burned in an open space, using typical sprinkler 
sprays. The algorithm calculates the Heat Release Rate of the fire at time t after activation of 
sprinklers, and is based on empirical relationships established by extensive fire testing. The 
"time to extinguish" is then the value o f t  when the HRR drops to zero. The empirical 
coefficients in the algorithm are suecific to the fuel tym, sprinkler application rate, and 
compartment conditi'bns (open area). It would be vai6ableto develop similar empirical 
suppression algorithms for the time to extinguish f ies  in different fuels in compartments, using 
water mist. 

It is usually necessary to flow water from a system for a longer wried of time than the 
extinguisGng time. ' h e  flow should not be stopped until it k confirmed that a fire has been 
extinguished. Many of the commercial demonstrations that show, for example, a f i e  
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extinguished "in 10 s with less than 1 L of water", were conducted with an observer's hand on 
the shut-off valve for the water. This would not be the case in most fixed systems, for which 
extinguishment must be determined by inspection. The flow duration for actual systems, then, 
will be determined by the user's ability to obtain information about the status of the fire in the 
compartment. Some commercial systems are designed for repeated short duration sprays, 
using automatic valves operated by timers, as a way to limit overall water usage even with 
delayed human intervention. 

CONCLUSION 

The term "applied science" is often used to describe engineering. A fire safety engineer 
intending to design a water mist fire suppression system for a specific fire scenario must apply 
the scientific knowledge of how water mist extinguishes fire in order to arrive at a reasonable 
design. The "first principles" of the suppression properties of water mist described in this 
paper, can be used to "guide the design" of a water mist fire suppression system, that is, assist 
in selection of appropriate nozzles, flux densities and spray characteristics, and define the 
probable performance of the system. The fuel type, pre-burn time and compartment 
conditions, for example, will dictate what kind of spray will be best, and whether suppression 
can be achieved with oxygen displacement and flame cooling, or whether fuel-wetting will be 
required. The state-of-the-art for design of water mist fire suppression systems is not yet at the 
point that a system can be designed entirely from "first principles", however, and it is wise at 
this stage to complement analysis with fire testing. 

An understanding of the science involved in fire suppression is essential for computer 
modelling of water mist fire suppression systems. Computer field models require algorithms 
to quantify the phenomena to be simulated. Algorithms for suppression should incorporate the 
effects of flame and fuel cooling, oxygen displacement, vapour dilution, reduced radiant heat 
transfer, and kinetic effects on the combustion process at the molecular level. An ideal model 
would compute the effects of drop size distribution, mass flux densities, air entrainment rates, 
and fuel burning characteristics, and recognize the conditions that define extinguishment. 
Although it is easy to conceptualize these objectives, much more experimental work will be 
needed to develop and validate the numerical relationships for use in computer field models. 
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